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ROMANCE

Before I Let Go: How Far Do You Go to Keep Your Soulmate?
AUTHOR: Chris Ware
For a long time, the idea of a soulmate seemed unreal to me. I thought that too many people
die lonely for soulmates to exist. But most of the time we run our soulmate off because we don’t
realize it when they’re right in front of us. I almost ran away from my soulmate. But Jason Hart is
mine forever. He was walking my way and I couldn’t help but smile.

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

First Lady: The Truth Shall Set You Free
AUTHOR: Rochelle Pearson
First Lady: The Truth Shall Set You Free is the poignant story of three women whose desires to
be the First Lady prove that all that glitters is not gold as once told.
Realization from the attention, the glamor, and the fame that accompanies being the First Lady
comes to a head. Each woman soon realizes that being the First Lady is not all it’s cracked up to
be. The lies, deceit, the hurt, and the pain that comes with being a First Lady forces them to face
reality.
The defeats and triumphs of their story will highlight things in your life and help you to see your
true self.

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

More Than Enough
AUTHOR: Jasmine Herring
Trent and Lesley haven’t been married a year and already things have gone wrong. Although
Lesley desperately wants to be the perfect wife, her efforts seem futile. No matter what she
does it never seems to be enough. “More than Enough” is the story of one woman’s quest to
meet the needs of a man who doesn’t seem to know that what he has in front of him is more
than what he deserves.

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio
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NON-FICTION

8 Years of Unforgettable History:
The Allure of America’s First
AUTHOR: Phyllis Hodges
8 Years of Unforgettable History” is a book of firsts. Inspired by the presidency of Barack
Obama, Author Phyllis Hodges was led to assemble a book of history highlighting some of
Arkansas’s trailblazers.
The list of firsts include people of all backgrounds and parallels the important works of
President Obama. From education to health and beyond, this book was written to bridge the
gap between literacy and experience.

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

Happy Food Cookbook:
Free of Gluten, Dairy, Soy, Corn, Peanuts, and Refined Sugar
AUTHOR: Kimber Dean
I first knew I wanted to be healthy at age seventeen. I was brought up in a family that consumed
a lot of fast food meals, frozen meals, and processed foods that lasted forever in the pantry.
When I decided I wanted to live a healthier lifestyle I had no one to direct or educate me. The
first things to go were soda and fast food. Gradually I learned what to eliminate from my diet
and what worked for my body.
Baking and cooking with my grandma as a child and teenager were two things I loved. Gramma
always made our time in the kitchen fun, and the people we cooked for were always happier
after the meal. Our food wasn’t the healthiest, but the positive feeling food brought to everyone
was the deciding factor when choosing my career. I began to research nutrition on my own. And
that is how my journey to Happy Food Cookbook began. In 2008 I graduated from California
Culinary Academy, Le Cordon Bleu in San Francisco, where I learned my skill as a chef.
I stopped eating processed sugar in 2008 to see how I felt, and the results were amazing. I
stopped having crashes during the day. I felt energized all day long, my cravings for sugar and
carbs went away, and I wasn’t as moody. In 2013, after being diagnosed with a gluten allergy
and reading Wheat Belly by Dr. William Davis, I challenged myself to remove gluten from my
diet. Now I get incredibly sick when I eat or come into contact with gluten.
I don’t agree with the way animals are processed commercially from pasture to table, so I’ve
stopped consuming all meat products that are raised with these cruel practices. I am alarmed
by the toxins and hormones used in preparing bulk meat for stores these days. I eat seafood,
venison, chicken, and beef when I know where and how it has been raised and processed, which
can be tough at times if you don’t have local farmers that have grass-fed and grass-finished
animals. I do not eat pork, because it is the only meat that holds toxins in its fat cells.
Since changing my diet, I have lost forty pounds and dropped ten pant sizes. I know first-hand
how lonely it feels to be overweight and unhealthy. But we don’t have to be alone in this fight.
We can unite and make this country supply our demand for healthy food through our choices
at our markets. Never forget your power as a consumer with every dollar you spend and your
power with your thoughts. Believe in yourself and others, and you can do and be whatever you
want to be.
I am just here as a guide to help you on your journey.

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio
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MEMOIR
Denton Pl, Tables Turned (Volume 1)
AUTHOR: Thomasema Pannell
How does a woman from a picture-perfect family find herself entangled in a web of deceit and
heartache? Denton Pl, Tables Turned is the story of such a woman. It is the story of the way
she overcame abortion, multiple struggles of out-of-wedlock pregnancies, disability of a child,
divorce and revenge. It is the story of relationships that at first looked so good, but later turned
into the ashes of despair. It is the story of Julia, whose success in business and the military
defies the failure and war in her personal life. It is the story of her long journey from sorrow
to finally finding peace with the Author of Peace, the almighty God.Julia learns that popularity,
good looks, intelligence and coming from a good family are no insurance against passing
through dark times in life because of choices made. Even though she plays the role of the
perfect lady and was an outstanding soldier; even though she works hard and is successful in
her professional life and duties; even though is devoted to her children, it is not enough. Finally,
circumstances turn her life upside down, and she has to acknowledge she has spent most of her
life living behind a mask. It is then that she accepts Jesus as her personal savior, and He gives
her wisdom to live unmasked...to stand tall again. It took time but now she is a complete woman
- a woman who is not afraid to speak and live by truth.
BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

S.H.E. Did It!: One Woman’s Journey to Becoming Shameless,
Healed, and Empowered
AUTHOR: Tiffinia Williams
I weighed in at 5 lbs 13 oz and my parents were happy. But their world was immediately shaken
up when the doctors told them that I wouldn’t survive because I was so small. My parents
didn’t know what to do. They called my grandmother, Annie Ruth Willis, a sweet, southern,
hardworking, and a loving woman and explained to her what the doctors had just told them. I
weighed in at 5 lbs 13 oz and my parents were happy. But their world was immediately shaken
up when the doctors told them that I wouldn’t survive because I was so small. My parents
didn’t know what to do. They called my grandmother, Annie Ruth Willis, a sweet, southern,
hardworking, and a loving woman and explained to her what the doctors had just told them.

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

Triumphant!: One Woman’s Journey From Prison to Purpose
AUTHOR: Tiffinia Williams
I tried to live my life the way I’d been shown, and early on, it wasn’t as hard to do. But as I got
older, choices weren’t so black and white. Love can make you do things that you otherwise
would not do.Haven’t you ever done something that you really didn’t want to do, but it was for
someone you really loved?I’ve come to understand that sometimes, the places we find ourselves
and the experiences we encounter serve to prepare us for our purpose.Now that I have the
benefit of age, experience, and wisdom, I can see how the things I went through has shaped
the woman I am now. The dreams and goals I have now were not the dreams I started out with.
My love and my choices left me facing a ten-year prison sentence!In spite of my choices and
what I thought I wanted for my life, my dreams took a different turn. My new dreams have been
directly influenced by the direction my life took.Coincidence?Read my story and then you can
decide.

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio
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CHRISTIAN ROMANCE

Seasons
AUTHOR: Tina Melson
Seasons is the Christian Love story of Nicki Williams. Nicki has spent a great deal of time in
search of love. She has given her heart and more to others only to be left broken hearted and
discouraged. Her sister is happily married, her best friend Jackie is in love and now Nicki’s own
mom is about to walk down the aisle! When will it be Nicki’s turn? Seasons is a book about
secrets, betrayal, love and redemption. Life is a journey to be lived and along the way we will
laugh, cry and love!

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

Beneath The Sun: Finding Love Right Where You Are
AUTHOR: Ricky Allen
Redo Stuart is a bi-vocational man focusing on his work. As the CEO of a fortune 500 company
and an associate pastor, he has little time to contemplate on the absence of love in his life.
When he meets Beatrice Napal, the unlikely encounter, in an unlikely place, brings about an
unlikely connection. The twelve-day journey proves life-changing for the both of them; so much
so, that it now seems impossible to say goodbye.
Loving Beatrice Napal is redemptive for Redo Stuart.
Finally, he feels he has found the love that was meant just for him. What does one do when they
are presented with the woman that King Solomon wrote about; a woman worth far more than
rubies?
The answer is simple, he stands right where he is and let’s love be what it can be.

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

At Last: The Wait is Over (Beneath the Sun Book 2)
AUTHOR: Ricky Allen
Redo Stuart and Beatrice Napal are back in the sequel to Beneath the Sun. After returning
home from Morocco, Redo realizes he has left something behind he treasured. His feelings
for Beatrice are stronger and bothersome as he determines how to reconcile the difference
between them. Can he trust what he feels? Will a Paris adventure be perilous or paradise?
Ricky Allen is the author of Can These Bones Live? (book and workbook) and Beneath the Sun.
His passion for relationships is evident in all he does. As the founding pastor of Immanuel
Family worship Center, Bishop Allen understands the importance of all relationships and how
impactful they are to our lives. He and his wife, Annie, reside in Sherwood, Arkansas.
BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio
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LIFE-HELP

Why Me God?:
Because I Ordained Your Steps.
AUTHOR: Kevin Hunt
“Why Me, God?” is a story of educational and statistical triumph! Kevin L. Hunt
Sr. fell victim to the stereotypical life of a young black, fatherless male in a urban
environment. Even after finding himself in jail and illiterate, it wasn’t until the death
of his grandmother, did he realize that the life he was leading wasn’t going to lead
to anything positive. Kevin finally understood that education would be his ticket out
of a life of crime into one that was productive and fruitful!

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

Can These Bones Live?: Hope, Help, and
Strength For Interdependent Relationships
AUTHOR: Ricky Allen
Can These Bones Live?” is a powerful and practical guide to restoring Hope, Help, &
Strength to Interdependent Relationships. The content is meant for those seeking
fulfilling and trustworthy interdependent relationships. Read it! Embrace it! It will
refresh your spirit, refocus your will, and restore your soul!

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

Next Level Thinking: 90 Days To Inspire Your Best Life
AUTHOR: Tina E. Gilbert
This inspirational book is designed for anyone who wants to achieve their goals, dreams, and
desires. For ninety days the reader will embrace different themes to challenge and encourage
them as they start their journey toward attaining their goals and living their best life!Each day
the book will include an uplifting short story, thought-provoking questions, daily quote(s) and
Next Level Thinking, which is about changing the old mindset of “I can’t” to “I can” in an effort
to grow their minds. This book also includes amazing stories from people who took the risk
and achieved their goals, dreams, and desires. For best results, as you read this book, use the
accompanying journal “Next Level Thinking a Blueprint for your Goals, Dream, and Desires” to
record your responses to questions from the book each day. This is an effective way to compose
your thoughts and plan your next steps to start living your Best Life. As you read the inspiring
words of wisdom in this book, you’ll find that your mindset will shift, and your life will change for
the better. Start your new life today with my book, Next Level Thinking: 90 Days to Inspire Your
Best Life. -Tina E. Gilbert

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio
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DEVOTIONAL

Word of God in Motion: One Woman’s Struggle to Save Her
Family After Great Tragedy
AUTHOR: Yolanda M. Winston
“Word of God in Motion: One Woman’s Struggle to Save Her Family After Great Tragedy” is the
true account of debut-author and motivational speaker Yolanda Winston. The book is written
in honor of her amazing, one and one son, Marquis Demario Winston, who resides in Heaven.
The author lost her son in a sudden and tragic vehicular accident. The fight to survive without
her son was hard enough, but the young mother of three also had to figure out how to hold
her marriage together and deal with the illness (and subsequent deaths) of her mother and
grandmother. What do you do when it seems there are challenges every where you turn? This
book will help others understand that no matter what the trial (death, marriage on the rocks,
divorce or serious illness etc.), there is a way to overcome.

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

In Her Shoes: Stained and Hollow: Slip Away From Hurt, Step Into
Healing, Walk Towards Help (In Her Shoes: The Collection) (Volume 1)
AUTHOR: Rashida Potts
In Her Shoes: The Collection is a 4 part series of work books written to assist women in their
growth from broken-ness to fulfillment. In this first work book, Stained and Hollow, Pastor Potts
helps uncover the source for your spiritual disconnect and then guides you towards a path of
acknowledgement and forgiveness.

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

Butterfly Blessings
AUTHOR: Arethea Martin Green
‘Butterfly Blessings’ offers MORE of what you got from author Arethea Martin Green’s first book,
‘Butterfly Beginnings.’ More heart, more sentiment, more information and more love - this book
is packed with wisdom and delivered with passion and purpose! Each chapter is relevant and
gives you hope for the future.

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio
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TECHNICAL

How to Stop for a Cop: Reconnecting
Law Enforcement and the Community
AUTHOR: Hubert a Peterkin
Are you afraid or concerned when a cop stops you? Do the blue lights make you nervous questioning every action you took during your day? Does doubt or lack of trust for officers
during a traffic stop make you uncomfortable? For many, these questions can be answered
quickly and the answers can be painful to admit out loud. The answers then bring up totally new
sets of questions that can be summed up to one bigger one, ‘How do I survive?’
This book, How to Stop For A Cop, has the answer to many questions you may have. It
addresses your concerns and gives step-by-step instructions on how to stop for a cop. While
addressing the Ethics in Law Enforcement, it describes when, what, where, and how to stop;
taking the time to address use of force, deadly force, and more. In addition, this book advises
you on what to expect from the officer during a stop encounter.
It is important that Law enforcement, drivers and the community close the gap that has created
a serious disconnect leading to confrontation, serious injury, and sometimes even death during
a traffic stop. As a Law Enforcement officer of 30 years Sheriff Peterkin knows first hand that
Law Enforcement and the community need one another. The more we understand, and respect
each other during a traffic stop or any encounter, the less chance there is of sadness and tears
as the end result.
‘How To Stop For A Cop’ is a must read with several important topics, related reflections, and
personal messages to both Law Enforcement and the community.

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

Legacy Building Through Extraordinary Leadership!
AUTHOR: Hugh Littleton
Hubert J. Littleton (Hugh), President of Hugh Littleton Consulting, LLC (HJL Leadership Solutions),
is an international leadership facilitator/trainer. He is an award-winning Keynote Speaker,
featured in several magazines Certified Registered Corporate Business Coach, WABC. Hugh’s
experience in manufacturing, customer service, service industries, financial organizations,
non-profit, government agencies and healthcare sectors. He is well versed in supervisory,
management, C-Suite and leadership skill development solutions. Hugh has been very
instrumental in implementing many continuous improvement initiatives with organizations
ranging from fortune 100 to fortune 500; providing extraordinary leadership and life changing
training across the US and internationally.

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio
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JUVENILE

Mrs. GreenJeans Soothes the Blues:
A Children’s Coloing Book (Volume 1)
AUTHOR: Ebony Jackson Brown
Mrs. GreenJeans is the modern day ‘Super sHero’ of the therapeutic world. Her unique brand of
therapy techniques will not only entertain, but more importantly will educate. Mrs. GreenJeans
basic philosophy is that each of us are in control of our emotions and actions. In this first book
of the series, Mrs. GreenJeans meets Violet. Violet is blue (sad) over the divorce of her parents.
The signs and symptoms are recognized by Violet’s teacher Miss SourBottoms and her mother.
Together, they decide to send Violet to see Mrs. GreenJeans and true to form, Mrs. GreenJeans
saves the day! The accompanying coloring book is designed to enhance the therapeutic
techniques highlighted in the storybook.

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

Journey With Mr. Genorace
AUTHOR: Johanna Clark
Journey with Mr. Genorace is the story of a little boy named James who has an imagination that
carries him to all sorts of different places. This book is vividly illustrated and helps children to
understand that there is nothing too big or too hard when it comes to our dreams and desires.
James travels in space, cooks at the White House and even drives a car in NASCAR!

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

St. Nicholas: Patron and Protector of Children
AUTHOR: Marion “Butch” Segars
St. Nicholas is not your average ‘Christmas Story’, it is so much more. Author Marion “Butch”
Segars weaves a story that is so real, if you’re a believer, you won’t doubt a word of it.When a
man is falsely accused of a crime he has not committed, the people around him begin to see
that there is more happening than a trial.St. Nicholas is a story for the true believer! And if by
chance you have doubts, by the time you finish this story, you will believe beyond the shadow of
a doubt!

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio
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JUVENILE

Chevy, The Perfect Pet (Activity Book)
AUTHOR: Jill O. Patrick
“Chevy, The Perfect Pet” is the heart-warming story of a dog named Chevy. His family, the
Joneses, are so proud of him because Chevy is ‘the perfect pet.’ However, the neighbors aren’t
convinced. Someone is digging up their plants and sneaking into their backyards wreaking
havoc!When Mrs. Cooper, the next-door neighbor, accuses Chevy of ruining her son’s birthday
party, Mom and Dad must make a decision that could make Timmy and Tiffy very unhappy.

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

Moose the Mouse, Kitty the Kitten,
and the Clown Who Frowns
AUTHOR: G. E. Miller
Moose the Mouse and his friend Kitty the Kitten are troubled over their Mayor, Mr. Clown. Mr.
Clown is grumpy and has a frown. The two know that clowns are generally happy, so they can’t
understand what has happened to Mr. Clown. Determined to help him, the two set out on a
journey of discovery!

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

My Friend Ookie Can: A Coloring Book
AUTHOR: B. Marie
This delightful coloring book is the perfect companion to the storybook by the same title, “My
Friend Ookie Can.” Children will be inspired by the positive messages while they are encouraged
to be creative!

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio
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CHILD AUTHORS

Twinkle (Storybook)
AUTHOR: Akire Lynn Williamson
“Twinkle” is the story of a star who ran away from home because she was being bullied for being
too small. She lands on Earth and meets Aliya who teaches her how to handle being bullied.
The lessons Aliya teaches Twinkle will inspire anyone to stand up for themselves and to never
allow others to cause you to do anything other than ‘shine.’ Eight-year-old Akire Lynn Williamson
knows what it is like to be bullied. However, the gifted writer has chosen to use her pain to teach
others about the importance of being the best you can be, even when others treat you badly.
“Don’t be a bully, Be a Star!” -St. Matthew 2:10

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

AnMir, Different?
AUTHOR: Miracle Jones
‘AnMir, Different?’ is the story of one girl who dares to be different. AnMir Jones has outgrown
being the same. She realizes she’s different, but until now she has been comfortable hiding
out in the background. When something happens to push her out of her comfort zone, AnMir
realizes that often it takes someone who is different to bring about change.

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

Call of The Wolves
AUTHOR: Kelsey Thomas
Something (or someone) is calling Kels Thomas. She is fainting, and when she wakes up, things
are happening that are beyond her belief and her control! Just when she doesn’t think she is
strong enough; she draws on the strength of her heritage.As the fainting spells continue, slowly
her memory returns and she realizes that she plays a key role in restoring her family’s legacy. In
part one of the series, The Call of The Wolves, we meet Kels Thomas and learn of her amazing
birthright. The story showcases courage, determination, and the importance of family and
friends!

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio
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POETRY

The Soul of A Poet: He’ll Blow Your Mind With His Poetry Lines
AUTHOR: Ronald Marsh Smith
The Soul of A Poet is definitely a book that will take you back to a place you remember fondly
and it can also offer hope and a desire for someplace you haven’t been. Truly, you’ll never be
the same again.
Mr. Smith’s command of his poetic talent is admirable. Not only does he have the soul of a
poet, but his writings are prophetic in nature. He can pen a poem in minutes capturing the very
emotion you were desperately seeking!
Mr. Smith has his pen on the pulse of the people and delivers a body of work that is sound,
sensual, and sensitive.

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

A Love Story Waiting To Happen
AUTHOR: Crystal C. Mercer
A LOVE STORY WAITING TO HAPPEN is a rhythmic movement of poetry that unapologetically
explores love, grief, mourning, freedom, sex, and courtships. With a concoction of phrasing
poetry and prose, C. C. Mercer engages her heart and her intellect, molding herself to express
stories that are both universal in nature and indicative of her journey in love... Ebb. Flow.
Disruption. Chaos. Calm. Good. Bad. Ugly. Lovely.

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio
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ADULT FICTION

Death By Imagination:
It All Depends On Whose Imagination You’re Using
AUTHOR: Patricia Brothers
People are dying, but no one knows why or how...
Detective Alana Wells has a huge assignment. The clock is ticking and the bodies are piling up.
The sexy young detective is up to her neck in scandal, murder, and sexual exploits. “Death by
Imagination” is the debut novel of first-time author, Patricia Brothers. She has a way of weaving
words to incorporate a variety of emotional as well as physical stimuli that refuses to be
ignored.
You will be intrigued, puzzled, angered, and least of all, aroused.
This book is not for the ‘weak of mind, but for those who prefer challenge with their pleasurable
entertainment!

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

Shades of Red: Confessions of a Wanna Be Church Girl
AUTHOR: Sapphire
I confess; I have wondered over the years if I am undiagnosed.The things I think, feel, and do (as
I’ve come to understand from conversations with my mother) are not normal. However, they are
normal for me. I HATE people. I don’t think there is anything wrong with me. Which according to
Psychologist Hervey Cleckley, I wouldn’t. For me, it’s about power and dominance. I live for the
chase and the gratification of the kill. I deal with men, but I deal with women too. I’m not gay, or
bisexual. As a matter of fact, I don’t like pussy at all. That’s why I remain fully clothed and I wear
gloves. I don’t even want the juices on me.Do I get off? Yes, I do, but it’s not from sex. It’s from
the power I take from the people I encounter.I believe in God. I love God and I know He exists. I
even heard Him speak once, just as sure as my name is Morgan. God told me to get in line and
live right so that I could hear Him. I’ve been trying.The duality of my life probably makes some
people think I’m ashamed or remorseful.Nothing could be farther from the truth.I’m very smart.
I possess charm. So much so that I know it’s a requirement for what I do.

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio

Another Man’s Treasure
AUTHOR: Patricia Brothers
High powered couple Charles and Lindsey Hawkins have made it to the top. The two own
and operate the city’s most lucrative software company, HIGH Software Inc. It was Lindsey’s
Ivy League Education and Charles’ unprecedented street credibility that helped Hawkins
International Graphics and High-performance Software Incorporated reach a level of success
that make them among the wealthiest people in the country. Charles is forever grateful to his
wife Lindsey for her contributions to his company, but he believes that it was his money from
the streets that made it all possible. He resents the fact that Lindsey turns her nose up at his
past. Without him, she would just be another black woman with a lot of letters behind her
name. Charles’ ego has blinded him to the gem that stands before him. He has forgotten that
one man’s trash is another man’s treasure.

BUY HERE

Paperback

Hardback

eBook

Audio
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Contact Us
By appointment only
8509 W Markham Street #56193
Little Rock AR 72215
MAILING ADDRESS:
PO Box 56193
Little Rock AR 72215
info@butterflytypeface.com
www.butterflytypeface.com
BUSINESS MOBILE: 501-681-0080
GOOGLE VOICE: 901-501-6653

